
Rhetoric

April 19-23, 2021

Weekly objective: Discuss and reflect on Devor’s “Becoming Members of Society”, reflect on
the recent Learning Power essay, and read Kimmel’s “Bros Before H***”.

Monday--Hybrid
● Go over agenda
● Take quiz over “Becoming Members of Society”
● Go over the recent paper and explain the reflection assignment that can get students up to 5

points towards their paper.
Homework: Essay reflection due by Friday for up to 5
points on your essay

Tuesday--Hybrid
● In groups, complete question 9 on page 480 under Extending the Critical Context
● Share group work results with the class
● Watch Boys Don’t Cry #Creatorsforchange:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7n9IOH0NvyY(if time allows)
Homework:  Essay reflection due by Friday for up to 5
points on your essay

Wednesday--Hybrid
● Finish whatever we didn’t get to yesterday
● In-class writing--complete question 10  on page 480 under Extending the Critical Context

(At the bottom of your writing, write 2 questions you have so far regarding this unit. I
will be the only one to know that the question is attached to you).

Homework:  Essay reflection due by Friday for up to 5
points on your essay; Read “Bros Before H***: The Guy
Code” on page 540-549 in Rereading America

Thursday--Hybrid
● Using student questions from yesterday’s in-class writing, along with offshoots of those

questions, discuss what we’ve been reading and viewing about gender recently.
Homework:  Essay reflection due by tomorrow for up to 5
points on your essay

Friday--Hybrid
● Continue/finish yesterday’s discussion

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7n9IOH0NvyY
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1. Be open to opposing opinions
2. The disagreement should end with what the person is arguing about, but it should not

extend to personal attacks.
3. Letting one person talk at a time.
4. All participants should be focused.
5. Only speak relative to the question asked.
6. No judgements
7. Give people a chance to talk
8. Allow time to formulate thoughts on a person’s question or response.
9. Come prepared to class to answer and ask questions.
10. Be respectful of everyone’s opinion.
11. Allow room for ignorance.
12. Use what may come across as insensitive to others as an opportunity to educate.
13. Be understanding of people who aren’t used to speaking in front of a big group and be

patient.
14. Keep cameras on when discussing.


